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News
Hui O Nani entertains at 42nd annual Luau
2

JENNIFER KANG

Entertaininganaudience of over
500 people, Hui O Nani, Seattle
University's Hawaiin club, presented their guests withlive bands,
Hawaiian food,and traditional song
and dance at their42ndannual luau

this past Saturday.
Thehighly anticipatedeventcame
together successfully after anentire
year of hard work and planning.
This year's luau theme was "Na
moolelo me NaAkua oHawaiiNei"
otherwise knownas TheMyths and
Deityof Hawaii. The theme strove
to share Hawaii's culture with the
Seattle University community;
guests gained a betterunderstanding of Hawaii's history and increased their awareness about
Hawaii's unique way of life.
As guests walkedinto the Campion Ballroom, they were greeted
withaloha as they were givenshell
leis and friendly hugs. The ballroomwas decoratedbeautiful lywith
murals,table decorations,paintings,
and floral arrangements shipped

straight from Hawaii.
"It was obvious that the Hawaii
Club put a tremendous amount of
time, effort, and energy into creating the perfect atmosphere for the
luau,"saidLianne Teruya, a sophomore at Seattle University. "They
deserve a lot ofcredit forallof their
hard work."
Guests at the luau were served
withtraditionalluaufood. Items on
the menu included Kalua pig, poi,
sweet potato,pineapple,haupia, and
a numberofother traditional foods.
"We triedourbest toget a variety
of authentic Hawaiian food," said
Kelly Kihara, president of the
Hawaiin club. "It seemed like everyone really enjoyed what we
served this year.'TheHawaii Club
also provided theiraudience with a
.sequence of upbeat entertainment.
As guestsenjoyed their dinner, they
were entertained by "OG for All
Good",a band made up of SU students. After dinner, guests were
mesmerized by the remarkable talent demonstrated by the members
of the Hawaii Club. The audience

laughed through thehumorous skits
and was captivated by the seven
traditional dances that were
performed.On topofthe food,songs,
dances, and skits,theHawaiin club
offered their first concert, which
washappenedafterthe luau. 'Typical Hawaiians", a local band from
Hawaii,jammed thenight awayand
allowed theHawaiin club as wellas
guests to celebrate the overall success of the event.
"I thought luau was fine and
dandy,"saidSheldon Abril,Ist vice
president of the Hawaii club. "It
brought backalotofmemoriesfrom
home, and of the days spent cruising at Keaukaha Beach."
Nicole Shigeoka,treasurerof the
Hawaii Club said, "I consider this
year'sluau to be a big success. We
are happy that locals, as well as a
large number of others who were
eager to learn about our culture
showed up for the event."
April Akana and Alyson Grace,
co-chairs of this year's luau were
extremely pleased with this years
turn out.

Dancers performfor crowd at Hui O Naniluau heldlast weekend.

"Ifeel that our luau is a step up for ourselves. Ifeel like we have
from what we have done in the left a legacy behind."
"We had our struggles, but Ihad a
past," Grace said. "Through the
we
time organizing the event with
great
years we envisioned what
Alyson
be,
high
goals
to
and
set
from starttofinish,"said Akana.
wantedit

White's voiced opinions earn him award
ern Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
It was presented to him at the
annual conference in April in Honolulu,Hawaii.
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don'tknow if tuition increases
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J.C. Santos

Opinion Editor

This spring, Seattle University's
Office of LeadershipProgramsand
Community Service sponsored the
■§
I Blitz BookDrive,whichcalledupon
the SU community to donate
children's books for fourlocal area
elementary schools.
§
|$
The drive lasted nearlya month
beginning
inearly Apriland ending
2i
week,
last
but so far, the results
have been less than satisfactory.
While the final count of donations
is still in progress, five drop boxes
out of a total of 11 placed around
campus came up empty. Private
donations camein at justover $300.
Kate Cohn, a ServiceLearningCoordinator at the Office of Leader-

"
TheSpectator May 15, 2003

shipPrograms andCommunity Services,willgoaroundcollectingmore

donationsfrom localbookstores that
participated in the drive. She expects about 20-30 books to add to
the 60 plus that were purchased

withdonations.
While things didn't exactly follow the desired outcome, the book
drive still provided the Leadership

See Books page 5
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I-team fights for campus transportation
cost $24.40 (1Zone),and $32.40(2

TONISUTTON
Staff Reporter

ZonePeak) apiece.

Year after year, students have
complained aboutexpensive parking passes. Once they purchase
them, they complain that they can't
findparking.Somestudents carpool
tocut costs, and someeven takethe
bus.However, SeattleUniversityis
still faced with a current parking
problem.
Since SU is located in an urban
setting,parkingspaceislimited and
the cost for a parkingspace issteep.
Even if you have a parking pass,
you are stillnotguaranteed aspace.
With information provided by
Campus Public Safety onavailable
parking spots on campus, theUniversity seems able toaccommodate
only 33 percent of undergraduate
commuter students at any given
time. Consequently, less than half
rf the number of students that buy
the passes willbeable tofindanoncampus parkingspace at any given
time.
though students complain
ut the cost andhow harditis to
findparking(especiallyin themoming),about 1,450studentshave purchased the regular parking passes
($l6B per quarter), and only 110
students went forthe carpoolpass,
whichis 50 percentcheaper.Also a
minimal 12 percentof undergraduatecommuter studentshave bought
the discounted bus passes which

Senior Christie Greathouse lives
about five minutes from campus,
andoptedthis yeartobuy thecarpool
pass. "Ipurchased the carpool pass
because it was way cheaper than a
regularpass, but often Ifind ithard
tofind a parking space.Thatcan get
a bit frustrating at times," she said.
Greathouse said she sometimes
wished she had a Metro pass to
avoid wasting time looking for a
parking space.
Parking and transportation have
been a problem inrecent years, and
this year the ASSU Investigative
Team (the "I-Team")has come up
withsome solutions somaybeparking space won't be such a critical
issue in the future.
TheI-Team is a team of students
that has been established to evaluate key priorities and issues affecting SUstudents.They havenoticed
that for many students, transportation is arecurring issue,especially
with the parking problem on campus. They feel that the University
has greatneed to accommodate its
larger commuter student populationand topromote city transportation,butSUhasnoestablishedcomprehensiveplan. Throughresearch,
theI-Teamhas sought tofindshortterm solutions to the transportation
problem.TheI-Teamhasconducted
research on area school problems,

«yen

made comprehensiveanalysis, and
discussed transportation options
with CPS and Metro. They gathered information about programs
and options at SU, the University of
Washington, Seattle Pacific University, andSeattle community colleges.
According to the research made
by the I-Team the UW, SPU, and
SCC system allhave programsand/
or incentives, to some degree or
another, which are conducive to
more accessible,available,andenvironmentally friendly modes of
transportation. This research was
provided to The Spectatorby Beth

equitable for students.
The I-Team strongly feels that
the University must increaseinterest in, and decrease the burden to
ride, theMetrobus in order to mobilize the campus, inseveral ways:
1. Increase subsidies from SU
for student, faculty and staff bus
passes.
2. Createmore options,through
Metro, for public transit available
at low cost through SU
3.Affect greateradvertising and
promotion of public transit, particularly riding theMetro bus, and
primarily through discountedbus/
transit passes.
Pang.
4. Provide a more accessible
SU's incentives for carpooling method for students to purchase
and riding Metro are largely bus/transit passes
underutilized, according to the I"5. For ASSU to develop a stuTeam's study.In their opinion, SU
has not developed any innovative
parking or transportation systems.
The I-Team has offered several
recommendations to address the
problem of transportation at SU.
Theythink the University should
first find immediate ways of makingpublic transportation more feasible to students. Also, in the future,SUshould try tocreatereason- MEGAN LEE
able prices for commuter students SpectatorReporter
and be able to equip them with a
Thepublicis beingasked tojump
higher percentage of guaranteed on the monorail the monorail
parking, thus creating more incen- bandwagon that is.
tives for carpooling and making
The passage of Proposition 1,
parking permitcostsand sales more the Motor Vehicle Excise Tax

—

students who voted online. It was in fact 615.
In the Alan Keyes story that ran last week we wrote the college republican conference was
to be held on campus whenit was justbeing sponsered by the SU College Republicans.
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Yeah, I'mJamiia Johnson, theNews EditorofThe Specta-

CM

tor.So yousay you want myjob?Don't worryabout me. You
see, thanks to this newspaper. I
have the experience and the

wH

clips necessary to moveon into the bigleagues;internships
and national publications.
I'dencourageyou to apply for my soon-to-be-vacant job
next year. Why? Because you'll soon be like me, content,
excited, andassuredofagood future in jouranalism. So you want my job?It's Cool, IQuit.
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Opinion Editor
CopyEditor
PhotoEditor
OnlineEditor
Editorial Artist
Staff Reporter
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Business Manager

lives,butit can alsobenefitstudents

financially and culturally.

Monorail asks
for community
involvement

Corrections: The ASSUelection story that ran last week had a typo on the number of

Hr

dent bus pass check-out system,
modeled after SPU's ASSP.
Thisprogramwouldhavestudents
check out service for bus passes.
They trade in their IN and can use
thepass fora maximumof fivehours.
The program ideahas generatedthe
support of the following Shirley
Champoux, Student Center building manager; Beth Pang, the director of student activities and Mike
Sletten, CPS manager. Consultation was also done with Jim White,
Director of Financial Services
TheI-Teambelieves that not only
can implementing innovative paringandpublic transportation strategies assist students in their daily

uniir Tn

APPLY:

Senda cover letter,
resume, any
clips, and tworeferences
to:

NicoleRetana
TheSpectator
Seattle University
900Broadway
Seattle, WA 98122

Questions?

Call (206) 296-6476 or e-mail
Nicole Retana at retanan@seattleu.edu.

DEADLINE IS MAY 16!
"
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(MVET),inNovemberhasallowed
theSeattleMonorailProject (SMP)
to be constructed. The proposed
14-mileGreenLine is expected to
transport millions through the emeraldcity each year.In preparation

progress as work proceeds.
The first SDW will be May 15.
This will take place atBallard High,
focusing on Ballard, Interbay and
Magnolia stations.
The second meeting will discuss
the Sodo and West Seattle neigh-

borhoods, May 20, at West Seattle
HighSchool.
The third win be May 21 at
BenaroyaHall,covering theDowntownandPioneer stations. TheSDW

willdiscusstheSeahawksand Safeco
Stadium stops.
Fourth will be the May 29 workshop, in Seattle Center, which will
cover the Seattle Center, Queen
Anne and Belltown stations.
All Workshops begin at 6:30 pm
and are expected to last two hours.
ing for feedback from the public. Bergmanencourages students to at-

for this first phase of the network,
theSMP is solicitinginput fromthe
community.
The groundbreaking transportation endeavor is expectedto break
ground in 2005. In the mean time
the SMP representatives are lookWith this in mind various workshops have been organized, with

tend, reminding everyone how important these connections will be

more to come.
"What we have heard since the
public meetingsbegan is that there
is a lot of public interest about
parking,"Paul Bergman,SMPcommunications manager and 1992
SU graduate, said. "These meetings have been well attended. Everyone has attended, from people
in the neighborhood to students,
anyone interested in making the
monorail a success."
Thispublic involvement continued with last Wednesday's open
house. The celebratory event took
place at SMP'snew office space at
1904 3rd Avenue, Suite 105. The
open house was complete withinformative pamphlets,models made
by children,and theinterestedpublic wanderingabout.
'This wasa sort of home-opening-party," Bergman confidently
said. "We have now moved into
ournew space,andthis wasachance
tomeet people."
Next, the SMP will further involve the public with a series of
Station DesignWorkshops (SDW)
scheduledfor May. These ongoing
satellite workshops focus on input
from individuals interested in the
neighborhood and track the

and what an impact communityinvolvement makes on thislevel.
"The focus of the meetings is to

the community involved,"
Bergmanpointed out. "We want to

get

see what the public values for their
monorailstation. Theneighborhood
representativeswillbe there to seeif
people want theirneighborhoodstation tobe unique,or toblend. These
meetingswill helpmake the stations
part of the neighborhood and de-

velopdesign concepts."
In addition to the neighborhood

workshops the SMP has disseminatedpamphlets containingsurveys.
The surveys are designedto collect
informationon "how each monorail

station should look, feel and function." These surveys are also available at www.elevated.org.
After the SDWs get going, continuing public hearings that discuss
the environmental impact statement
are planned for August. These will
continue theseries ofpublic hearings
addressing environmental concerns
which began in January.
With the motto, "On time. On
Budget," themonorail thinks etting
and

SeeMonorail page 5
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Security Report
I'm Gonna Git You Sucka
Austin L.Burton
building. Shereturned
theFine
anearlier
wasspotted
—
approximately
Buildingby
hour later and
side the
CamCo-ManagingEditor
Arts

theft)
Barman

ter

an

out-

surprise,surprise — the wallet was pusPublic Safetyat4:lsp.m.When
gone. Twenty dollars in cash, credit thepolicecame to take theman into
cards and someIDcards weremiss- custody,he was found withnarcoting.
ics in his possession. He was arrested and taken to the East Pre"Lord, weask youto look down cinct.
onthis youngsoulknownasEarth
"Look, Mom,I
as JunebugSpade."
don'tneed you
to fight for meno more."
"Junebug Spade? Ain't this
"Alright,Mr.ToughGuy...lreLester Wilson's funeral?"
member when you wasn't so
"No,ma'am.Lester Wilsonwas tough.I
remember when you was
at 9 o'clock."
ALWAYS calling for yo' mama.
Like the time when that little
Tuesday, 4-6-03
LoisMitchell girl was kickingyo'
a**UPandDOWN,upanddown
p.m.,
injured
At 12:55
a student
their hand in the Fine Arts building the school yard; all I
heard was
while opening a window.The stu- 'Mama! Mama!'
Ohyeah,andthe tunetheEvans
dent pushed the window and the
glassgave way,causing a cut on the family thoselittlemidgets was
student' s finger.Thestudent wentto chasingyouhomewhenyoudidn't
the Student Health Center and re- want to give 'em your lunch
money? I
could hear yo' punk
ceived treatment.
a**callingmeahalfamile away,
"IheardthePeople'sRevolu'
tionary Army was once 1,000
"Ithought you were trainedfor 'Mamahelpme!Mamahelpme!
combat?"
strong. What happened?"
Now youdon'tneedmenomore?"

You know how some movies
aren't even that good, yet end up
being unforgettable? I'm Gonna
Git YouSucka, a 1988 parody of
the 1970s "blaxploitation" films
isone of thosemovies.Sucka was
the directorial debut of Keenen
Ivory Wayans, the oldest of the
famous Wayans clan (Marlon,
Shawn,Damon, and Kirn),all of
whom gained fame through the
hitTVsketch comedy "In Living
Color." Sucka not only had several appearancesbyupcoming (at
the time)comics and actors most
notably Chris Rock, Robin Harris,KadeemHardison,David Alan
Grier and John Witherspoon it
also had some of the '70s
blaxploitation stars like Jim
Brown, Antonio Fargas, Isaac
Hayes,andClarence Williams 111.
Go check it out.

—

—

—

—

—

Wednesday, 4-7-03
"I was but I
ain't never been
"They got governmentjobs.
At 1:15 p.m., aCPSofficer heard
government
You know that
hi it."
building down on25th Street?
aloudcrashin the BroadwayandE.
"What're these fancy medals Columbia parking garage. When
We went down to take it
over. but theywere hiringthat for?"
theofficer arrived at the upperparkday. The brothers walked in
ing deck,he saw that acarhad hit an
"Well,thisoneisforshorthand, unoccupiedvehicle. The owner of
withguns came out withjobs.

..

—

Thebrothers weren't madany-

and this one over here is MVP,

the vehicle onthereceivingendwas

more."

and thisis surfing..."

contacted.

Tuesday, 4-6-03
A man who had alreadyreceived
set her walletdown ona table in a trespasswarningfromcampus(af-
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"Reporting for WBLDNews

thisis SkipBallins saying,in the
immortal words of our Negro
poet,DonCornelius,'peaceand
soul.'"

Spectator
rock campus
"* ' Q/J
this Saturday
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"Yes you were!"

Quadstock to

A The
ii

—

Thursday, 4-8-03
You know, she snuck me. You
An emergency call came into
snuckme!Fifth grade I
was eating my Jello when you hit me CPSat2:3op.m.fromtheSullivan
baby..."
Hall law school building when an
8x10-foot window shattered for
"Jack,they were just kids!"
no apparentreason. It turns out
that the glass had started tocrack
"Look, a family fullof midgets suddenly, and the window shatareNOTconsidered kids.That's tered into hundreds of small
a gang!"
pieces, because it has a safety
glass systemincorporated intoit.
Thursday, 4-8-03
Janitors reported seeing smoke
"How come their guns are so
bigger thanours?"
much
smelling
something
burning
and
around midnight in the Barman
Building. CPS respondedandfound
"It's a phallic thing, I
don't
the smoke to be coming from a know."
room on the first floor. The fire
Sunday, 4-11-03
alarm was sounded and the Fire
A fire alarm went off in the
Department came and put out the
fire.After some investigationit was Student Center at9:30 a.m.In an
discovered that a power unit in the incident similar to onelast week,
baseofa refrigerator hadburnedup the smoke alarm's beam detectors were tripped when birds flyand started the electrical fire.
ing through the building crossed
"Iwasn't screaming,alright?" the sensors. CPS reset the alarm.

"ISAIDI
wasn't screamin'...!
"Mr.Big is gonnapay.AndifI was whistling."
seethoselittle F.vans midgets,they
"You was whistling,'WiUiehelp
A**isMINE.I'm— it'spayback,

Monday, 4-5-03
At around 9:30 a.m., awoman

BUB

it's payback— andLoisMitchell?

_

Payment opuons:
All payments must bemade in
the formof cash or check.
We rcBret8ret il that we don>t
aceePlcredlt card P^ments.

Vis.t our website at:
http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec
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JAMILA JOHNSON

tures from the Coffeehouse.

As always,alcohol is aconcern at
the event.
"We are going to be alot stricter
Presidents of the United States of about who we let into Quadstock
America.
this year.
If they arereally intoxicatedthey
Presidents,
The
well known for
and
are
not comingin,"Carl Bergquist,
"Lump"
the hit songs
"Peaches,"will grace thequad stage vice president of communication
afteran intensive hunt for musical with SEAC, said.
This year, as in years past, the
groups.
Several of the names passed goalis tocut down onbloodalcohol
aroundforthis year's eventincluded poisoninganddisorder.
All-American Rejects, Sugar Colt
"We are trying to change the
and Vendetta Red. In the end, it mentality of Quadstock," Erickson
came down to who had the largest said.
cult following and who would be
She explained the point of
able to perform onSEAC'sbudget, Quadstock is to create a fun and
chair of SEAC event, Melissa safe environment for students. A
Erickson, said.
large amount of public drunkenIn 1996, The Presidents', de- ness is not conducive to this.
Adult alcoholic beverages from
scribedby allmusic.comasnovelty
punk, albumhit number six in the RedHookAle BreweryandCorona
yearly Billboard top 200 chart.
will be sold at $2.50 a cup with a
Also on this year's line up are strictlimit of three.
Homegrown, Kalass, Fate's End,
See Quadstock page 5
DwindlingGypsiesand specialfeaNews Editor
The13thannualQuadstock festival on Saturday will feature The

News
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McGoldrick building will be demolished
KIMBURLY ERVIN
"The building is [in]poor condiReporter
tions
andneeds tobe torndown. Its
Staff
This summer, Seattle University useful life has been completed,"
will be parting ways with a close Joe Conner, Director of Construcriendandresident.TheMcGoldrick tion andFacility Design, stated."It
Building willbe torn downthis July, has been in the master plan of the
once all of the building's current University to remove the building
occupants are moved into the new for many years."
Not everyone is willing to let the
"avilion.
The offices that are beingmoved building go without a fight. The
o the new Pavilion, formerly the Pro-Life clubis currently working
old dininghall Columbia St. Mar- with Birthright, an organization
cet, include Student Involvement specializing in support for women
Activities,NewStudent Programs, whohavediscovered they are pregnd Leadership), Career Center, nant. The idea thePro-Life Club is
nternational Student Center,Coun- working on consists of opening a
eling Center, Commuter Student satellite Birthright office, which
ervices,and theCenter forService wouldact asacrisis-pregnancy center on campus.

Learning.

"Thereare three abortionclinics
within, like, a two block radius.It
seems to easy to get an abortion,"
Meghan Corbin, a senior finance

major andmember ofPro-LifeClub
said. "We want tobe able tooffer an
alternative support for those that
are in need of support...the
McGoldrick Building would be a
great location for the center. It's
easily accessible to those on campusand thosein the community,but
its not too conspicuous, not on the
main track."
The crisis-pregnancy center
wouldbeoutfittedbyBirthright and
wouldoffer pregnancy tests, counseling, and baby clothes.
"There's apossibility thatitcould

be used for internships for nursing
students,psych students,and those
in relatedfields becauseBirthright
administers pregnancy tests and
offers counseling to those who find
themselves pregnant," Corbin
stated. "Mostly,the clinic wouldbe
run by student volunteers."
Others have also suggested the
idea of turning McGoldrick into a
childcare center. "Facilities people
believethatitwould notmake sense
toinvest the money needed to renovate theplaceproperly,"TimLeary,
VicePresident ofStudentDevelopment stated. "[The] plans are to
make it a 'green space."
"A plaza and stairs will be built
toprovideaccess to thebasementof

the Pavilion where the Print and
Mailing Services will be housed.
Demolition will startin earlyJuly,"
Conner explained. "The existing
landscape tothe westofMcGoldrick
will remain,but cleaned up to help
with security issues for the people
using the plaza. The current turn
around on Columbia will be completed also at this time."
Though plans for theremovalof
the McGoldrick Building appear
imminent, there will be a sadness
felt by those on campus.
"When Iwastouring,it gave the
campus that old nostalgic feeling,"
Bobby Temple, a freshman communicationmajor. "I'llmiss seeing

Books: Blitz drive is a learning experience, a success for group
Fromvage 2

Program witha valuable learning
experience.
The drive spawned from a twoday conference that took place last

— the

quatercalledLeadershipB1itz

first of its kind.
'Theintendedgoalof theconfer-

ence was toput the leadership training into action," Cohn said.
A group of about 50 participants
took what they learned from sessions such as "Effective Leader-

ship," "Time Management" and
"Leadership Styles" and came up
with the bookdrive as away to put
the experience into action.
One lesson the Leadership Programlearned was to take a closer
look at their target audience when
planninga benefit driveoncampus.
"College students don't necessarily have children's books lying
around their dorm rooms," Cohn
said.
Despite the shortcomings of the
drive,it stillprovideda helpfulserv-

ing of children's books for needy Driveis a great exampleof whatSU
Seattle School district classrooms. is doingto supportlifelongreaders
Currently,theDistricthasbeendeal- in students."
The organizers of thebook drive
ing with a $33 million gap in its
received
a list of requested literabudget.
Minor,BaileyGatzert
ture
T.T.
from
Sally Haber,director of the ChilThurgood
and
Marshall elementary
dren Literacy Program says with
as
well
as Meany Middle
schools
budgets,
tight
the district makes
good use of such benefits as the Schoolthatincluded over200books
dubbed "high quality literature" by
Blitz Book Drive.
"Anytime thecommunitycan step Haber.
Cohn says theresultsof this year's
inand provide for schools thatneed
books, a stronger community is drive will have a strong influence
built,"Haber said.'The BlitzBook onnextyear'sBlitzLeadershipcon-

ferences and she hopes to see a lot
of growth in the program.She says
next year'sparticipants willbeable
to use this year's conference experience tohelpdesigntheirownleadershipproject, whichis not limited
to a book drive.

And as SU's Office of LeadershipPrograms andCommunityService takes the BlitzBook Driveas a
learning experience,there are still
about 80 donated books that will
contribute toanother,muchyounger
learningexperience.

Monorail: Officals desire outside input on transportation issues
"

DickFalkenbury,nowaboardmem- this uniquemethodoftransit, Kirn
ber of the Elevated Transportation Pedersen,president/founderof tMs,
adhering to schedules is some help the communities during con- mined the Manufacturer's Sug- Company. Seattle isnotalone in the said. "Monorails are NOT just for
WorkingHardfor You."Thisis the struction."
gestedRetail Price and then depre- 'revolutionary' monorail idea. Not parks and zoos! Our aimis to inthingthe groupis proud of. As well
If you live in West Seattle, for ciate,accordingtoRCW 82.44.041, onlyhas therebeen a monorail run- form people of the many possible
as remaining "true to its grass roots example, you know who to call.
for 13years. Formore information, ning around the Simpson's Spring- uses for them."
history."
Funding for the emerald city's and apersonal calculationof appli- field,butthereis also 'theMonorail
Pedersen feels that if more monotaxes,
"The community reps are a good Green Lineis comingentirely from cable
access Society' (tMs). Theexpansive tMs rails are built,people wouldchoose
example ofourgrass rootsinvolve- the voter'sauthorizedMVET. The www.elevated.org.
boasts over 2,900 members in 67 them over automobiles in greater
ment," Bergman commented. initialtax willbe 0.83percent,now,
SMP,
countries and includes six conti- numbers. Since the organization
Elevatedis the mottoofthe
nents. Exemplifying the interna- wasfoundedin 1989, membershave
'These are employees hired to be during planning. Then it has the "elevated,up and out of traffic."
Proposition 1, the MVET, was tional appeal monorail systems helped monorailsgain acceptance.
the liaisonbetween the public and pre-approved ability to increase to
2004,
to
1
percent
They
keep
the SMP.
are there
.4
in
when the con- not a new measure. It is the third have.
Shefeels they areaviable andenvi"The Monorail Society is an all- ronmentally friendly alternative.
good communication with Green structionbonds are issued.
proposition passed by Seattle votLine neighborhoods. This is our
New cars will not be taxed upon ers hopingto expand theMonorail. volunteer organization founded to Falkenbury is the first mentioned
connection to community through purchase, but taxation will begin The firstmeasure was originatedby fostermore awarenessandpromote on tMs' hallof fame.

From page 3

meetings,briefings,etc. Thesereps each subsequent year when purwalk the routes and will work to chasing tabs. The tax willbe deter-

Quadstock: Presidents headline 13th all-day concert on campus
From pave 4
For thoseplanningon drinkingat
this year's Quadstock,two formsof
identification will be required for

SUstudents.Thebeer gardenhas a
master list of all students over the
age of 21 and will be requiring
driver's licensees andother forms
of picture identification
One thing that will be different
this year is that people will not be
able to leave and re-enterafter7:30

j

Quadstock Line-up

i♥

3:30 Doors open

♥

6:30 Kalass*

\

I♥

4:30 Dwindling Gypsies*

♥

7:30 Homegrown*
(In and out privliges end)

\

\

5:15 Fates End*

♥

8:45 Presidents Of TheUnited
States Of America

\

p.m.

Those going to Quadstock can
plan to be able to play on a rockclimbing wall, get henna tattoos,
watch juggling (they have a fire
Marshall permit, so be aware) and
be part ofa basketball shoot out.
Students purchasing food at
Quadstock from Bon Appe'tit can
use their swipe cards andinternationalcuisine willbeservedby several SU clubs. Doors open at 3:30
p.m. and close at 10 p.m.

j

♥

*AFTER SHOW JUGGLING AND/OR COFFEEHOUSE BANDS WILLBE PLAYING.

»■■■■■>■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ aiiHai«aßa«aHHaiiiinnl
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Fullerton & Co. Attendance to play factor
set for Nationals as SU hoops rebuilds
Jean Wahlborg

a waterpit which isalso preceded
byabarrier.Thepitisabout 2.5 feet
Senior Kelly Fullerton ran, deep on the endclosest to the barjumped, and sloshed her way to rier and then slants upward until it
victory last Saturday as she took levels out with the ground. The
firstplacein the3000-meter steeple- waterpit is about 10-12 feet long.
chase, locking her spot in the up- Therunner approaches the barrier,
coming DivisionIINationalCham- steps up on it with one foot, and
pionships at the University of fliesforwardintothe waterwiththe
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville other foot, trying to leap as faras
possible. The runner must wade
May 22-24.
"It was a good race, [though] I through the waterand keeprunning
was hoping for a better time. The to complete each lap.
first lap was kindof slow,but after
"The biggest thing Igetnervous
that it was a pretty good race," about is falling [because] it's easy
Fullerton said. Fullerton finished to fall in the water. You want to
in a time of 11:12.34, which was make sure you stay standing benearly five seconds ahead of her cause people fall often, so that'sa
ciosest competitor. Saturday's challenge," Fullerton said.
event was theKen Forman InvitaHer finishing time on Saturday
tional hosted by Seattle Pacific locked her position to compete in
University at the University of the NCAA Division II national
Washington. Fullerton competed meet. Though she had previously
against women from many area qualified for the event, Fullerton
schools,includingsecondplace fin- said shewasnot guaranteedaposiisher Jill Salmon of Western Or- tion in competition until her time
egonwhoscoreda timeof11:17.26. hitacertainmark.Sheisnow standOne could say that Fullerton is ing in 12th place of all the women
doing rather well for herself con- competing in the 3,000-meter
sidering this is only her third year steeple chase at nationals.
At Nationals, Fullerton willrun
running track. Even moresurprising,thisisherfirst yearrunning the against unfamiliar competition but
steeplechase, where she seems to feels confident in her training. "I
be passing the competition like have run against one other girl, I
don't know anything about any of
Hermes with winged feet.
"Mycoachran [thesteeplechase] the others.I
know that the coaches
when he was in college, and he have workedreally hard andpre-

StaffReporter

absolutelylovedit.Ourcoach was paredus really well.Therace just
tryingto get us to try it, and Isaid started a few years ago, so every-

I'd try," Fullerton said. She has
*.r.<inedall year onhurdles anddistance running to compete.
The steeplechase is a relatively
new competition for women, haying only been held at women's
meets for three or four years. A
veryunique event,thesteeplechase
consists of running about 7.5 laps
around a track thathasfour barriers
and one waterpit Thebarriers are
muchlike thoseusedinhorse jumping. Theyare constructed of wood
beams placed in holders at a level
of30 inches high and whichcross
all five lanes of the track. Just on
theinside ofoneendofthe track is

one islearning, soIthinkit's really
open for anyone todo really well,"
Fullerton said.
Herteammatesalso competed at
iSaturday'smeet, withseniorCarlos
!Siqueiros taking third place in the
10,000-meter run with a time of
!32:40.38 andDavidNeilsen taking
:fifth place inthe 400-meter dashin
49.52. The 1,600-meter men's reIlay team also took fifth with runinersTodd Nishida,DavidNeilsen,
iKJ Loreth,and Matt Blame.
This Saturday, May 17, the
IRedhawks travel to Salem, Ore.,
1 for theLastChanceMeet hostedby
Willamette University.
■

Cameron rowe

In mid-January, the Redhawks
playedCentral Washington University at home.The game was important for SU to winbecause itwould
allow them to gain a high seed in
conference play. There were 978
fans in attendance, which fully
packed theConnolly Center stands.
Trailing41-28 at half time, itlooked
as if Central Washington had the
gamein the bag.However,with the
crowd playing a huge supporting

Sports Columnist

Seattle University basketball has
a proud tradition.There wasa time
when people from allover the state
of Washington would travel for
miles to watch the thenChieftains
play. The atmosphere wasamazing.
Thesmellof popcorn,cotton candy,
andhot dogs filledthe arena.Thousands of roaring fans cheered on
Division ISU as they prepared to
battle teams like Kansas, UCLA, cast, the Redhawks crawledback
Connecticut, and Kentucky.
intothe game;play after play, they
Inrecent years theteam's success executed on offense, played tenahas not been as
remarkable;
however, the
2002-03 season

was definitely
one toremember.

New

players

wereadded to the
roster thatfithead
Joe
coach

Callero's "Play
hardno quit" attitude.Asa result,
SU had its first
winning season
since 1993. On
theway,the team

We live in a sports worldfull of

athletes who seem to think its okay
tobeat their wivesordrunkenidiots
at abar.Thisis no secret.Nor is ita
secret that almost all of these athletes are able to work some kindof
magicto remain outof jail and keep

from being suspended by their organizations.
Well, as for the latter, theHouston Astros have decided to set a
precedent for their organization by

attle Pacific, Humboldt State, and
Alaska Fairbanks have all had recent success with their basketball
teams. Consequently,they have an

averagecrowd attendanceof 1,300

people athome

Humboldt

''That was one of the most emotional took first place
in conference
games I've ever played in. It felt good play,
has an
to get the win, but the energyfrom the average crowd
attendance of
will
something
forget.
is
I
never
I
1,350 people
fans
per
home
only hope that the atmosphere will game, leading
GNAC incontinue next year andfor the future of all
stitutions.
Overall, the
SU basketball"
basketball
-Eddie Lincoln, junior guard

off to the
school'sbest start
in34 years,reminiscentof the glory cious defense, and fed off the
days
crowd's energy.

team at SU is

pleased with

got

Now the future looks bright for
the programand seems as if things

arechanging forthebetter.Although
hard work and dedication are important to create a good program,
fan support played a huge role in
inspiring theRedhawks to win basketball games this year.
Theattendance record at the SU
hoopgameshasnearlydoubled from
last year, being a vital part in the

team's success.
"It's veryexcitingtoseemore
fans comingout to supportus.I
believethemorepeople wehave,
the better we play. It gives us
moreenergyandbecomeseasier
to get back in the game when
we're down," said junior AJ

TheRedhawks sent the gameinto
overtimeand won, 91-89. Whenthe
buzzer sounded, the crowdrushed

the court in celebration of the

fourmonthsandhad yet to coach
a football game. However, in

multiple offenders stay off the
streets in an attempt to reduce

crime,itisalmost heartwarming
releasing Shortstop Julio Lugo on
May 13 after Lugo was charged
to hear that some organizations
with allegedly assaulting his wife
are taking such steps to reduce
after the team's April 30 game in
criminalbehavior as well.Notto
Houston. Lugo was designated for
See Astros,page 7
assignment the next day, meaning bamafiredheadfootballcoachMike

"
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tre-

mendous win.
"That was one of the most emotional games I've everplayedin.It
felt good to get the win, but the
energy from the fans is somethingI
will never forget.Ionlyhope that

—

the atmosphere will continue next
year and for the future of SU bas-

their

crowd

and hopes that more and
morepeople show their support,so

turnout

every game can be likethe Central
Washingtoncontest.TheRedhawks
are an improved program that imitates a lot of characteristics of the
legendary teams of the past, something that wouldmake the O'Brien
brothers, Elgin Baylor, and

A. A. Lemieux Library

———

Thanks for your help!
Lemieux Library thanks the 603 students and faculty
who took the time to complete the LibQUAL+ 2003
quality assessment survey.
Thanks to you, we've gathered valuable statistical data
and comments which will help us to improve service
quality. We've also made a contribution to this national
research project for academic libraries.
We are in the process of contacting the winners of our
11incentive prizes.
Lemieux Library gratefully acknowledges the generosity
of our donors, who contributed the following incentive
prizes:

"
"
"
"
"
"

SU Bookstore
Experience Music Project
Zion's Gate Music
Bon Appetit
Sasquatch Press
Lemieux Library

—

'

Clint

Richardson grin fromear toear. So
if you haven't heard yet, the SU
basketball legacy is back in full
effect and willbe around for a long
time.

LHMHML+

Brooks.

ing Lugo packing. Lugo, 27, had light of his apparentactions,the
school was not willing to give
Price a second chance.
In a country which is putting
so much time into ensuring that

been the team's starting shortstop
for most of the past three seasons.
However, while Lugo was spending the night in Jailafter the alleged
battery, the Astros were making
plans for anew shortstop.
This move comes on the endof
anotherquick moveby anorganization to rid itself of amember who
actedin amannernotcondoned by
the team. The University of Ala-

hand in hand. Division-I schools
Duke, North Carolina, and Kentucky are all examplesof that.In the
D-IIGreatNorthwestAthletic Conference, this is also holds true. Se-

State, which

the team had lOdaysto trade himor Price after he allegedlyhad sex
with multiple womeninhishotel
room after spending a drunken
night at a local strip club. Price
hadbeenwiththe school for only

give himhis unconditional release.
Lugo cleared waivers on the 13th
and was given hisrelease.
Perhaps the most amazingpartof
this situationis that the Astros' organization acted so hastily insend-

Usually, winning teams and the
number of fans in attendance go

games.

Lugo, Price handlings
provide taste of fresh air
NATE ZELL
Sports Editor

ketball,"said co-captainEddieLincoln, who played an outstanding
all-around gameagainst CWU.

2 $50 gift certificates
1 pair passes
3 music CD's
2 $10 gift certificates
2 books
1 Vintage SU ball cap

We can help.

'

Sports

Schilperoort comes to agreement with
school, steps down as Athletic Director
NATE ZELL
Sports Editor
After coming to a mutual agreement withSeattleUniversity, Todd
Schilperoort stepped downas Athletic Director last Wednesday. Dr.
NancyGerou,AssociateVicePresidentfor Student Development was
named interim Athletic Director.
"We envisioned the futuredirection of Athletics at Seattle University inadifferent way,"Gerousaid.
'Toddis aquality guy. Thisisnot
about a scandal," TimLeary, Vice
President for Student Development,
Added Associate Athletic Director Anne Carragher, "We were sur-

prised. We understand that in the
direction ofleadership withthe department there are two points of
view. Todd decided to leave be-

cause he had a different point of
view. Some of us have a hardtime
notbeing able to work withthe man
anymore."
"We are committed tohavingone
ofthepremier DivisionIIprograms
in the nation,so it's important that
wehavestrongleadership. Weneed
someone who can work internally
and externally and bring the program along," Lsary said. According to Leary,the question offit was
askedby both Schilperoort and the
University. "I think it's a question
ofdirectionandgetting the team [in
athletics] on board.
"We made adecision to go to D-

IIbut didn't think through what it
means to be a premier institution.
It'sclear that inthe areaofathletics
we've got along ways to go.
"Father [Stephen] Sundborgsaid
in the new mission statement that
Seattle University is dedicated to
being the premier private university in the Northwest. In terms of
student development that includes
athletics and recreational sports."
Senior Quinn Baker, president
of the Student Athletic Advisory
Committee, spoke about the
changes to the athletic program.
"It's hard when change happens,
but it's the planning for the future
that Student Development was
looking at. Looking at the differences inopinion bothparties chose
togoindifferent directions,"Baker
said. "Ithink some of the changes
have already become visible.
Nancy met with [the Advisory
Board] today. Shehada couple of
things she wanteddone before the
endof the yearand we came back
with aplan for that."
Scan O'Neill, ASSU president,
said, "ASSU is pleased that the
University has decided to moveus
forward in athletics. Todd
Schilperoort took us through the
last few years, but to movea program forward it requires change
andnew direction.Thisisabout our

Gerouwill actasInterim Athletic
Director until a permanentreplacement can be found for the position.
SU will begin a national search at
the beginningof the 2004 calendar
year.

"I'm thrilled," Gerou said. "Ido
feel bad for Todd. He's a good
personand a personof integrity. It
was good working with him, but
I'mhappy to bedoing this again for
a year."
Gerouhas servedas Athletic Director twice before. She began her
tenure at SU in1987 when she was
hired for the positionand served as
directoruntil 1993.Sheservedagain
from 1997-2000 before the school
hired Schilperoort.
Another plus for Gerou in her
third tenurein the Athletics Department is her experience and the respectshehasfromhercohortsin the
department.

"Nancy has a ton ofathletic experience," Leary said."She'swellrespected."
"The foundation is there,so there
won't bemuch in terms of alearningcurve forme,"Gerousaid. "I'm
aware of the issues and problems
which need to be addressed."
"Nancyknowshow todo the nuts
and bolts of the job. Nancy's
strengths are helping us get where
we need to be. Sheisable to get us

"I'm going to look at sports, staffing,resources, support servicesand
facilitiesanddetermine wherewe're
the furthest off base and how we
can improve.
"Ihope that five years fromnow
we are in the process of building a
new comboathletics and recreation
facility. As far as Ican see, there's
as big a need for good recreation
facilities as there isfor goodathletic
facilities. Iwant to make sure they
get their due."
Carragher also talked about her
dreams for larger and more complete recreation program.
Carragher andBaker voiced their
hopes that an improved facility
would be in place or under way in
the shortfuture.Bakerstressedhaving the new facility closer to campus, whileCarragher placedimportance on having opportunities for
allrecreationists.
"Some plans have the facility on
ment. Gerou saidthe search for an Logan Field, right by the dorms at
Assistant Athletic Director could theheart of campus.It willbeinterbegin as soonas next fall.
esting to see where the program
"We wanttoseparaterecreational goes in the next5-10 years," Baker
sports and intramurals from athlet- said."
"People would be prone to go
ics and then have the Athletic Directorand Anne reportback to stu- there," Carragher said."As it is we
dent development," Gerou said.
do things for every student here.
"Mydreamfor the coming yearis [With improvedfacilities] we would
to takea goodlook at where weare have spacetooffer arangeofactivitoday as an NCAA Division II ties to all folks."

focused and helps build the ma- school. Iwant to re-evaluatewhere
Note: Todd Schilperoort could
to get us there," Carragher we are in terms of facilities and not be contacted for comment for
said.
developthefive-year plan,"shesaid. this story.

athletic program,our peers as stuand the future of
where we're heading."

chine

dent-athletes,

Softball season in review

Astros: Other teams can

learn from discipline.

SUfinishes 13-24, optimistic about '04

From page 6

these athletes such an exception is
that theycannotonly dothese things
say thathavingsex with two women once and get away with it,butmulafter spending the night in a strip tiple times before theyarepunished
club so drunk you can't remember by their teams.
whathappened is illegal.However,
It's time that the organizations
anyone who would argue that it is take responsibilityfortheirathletes.
anything other than immoral to do Perhapsnofieldismorehighly puball these things, whilein a 35-year licized than sports. Teams should
marriage should take a long look use this publicity to take a stand
before speakingagainst this point. againstillegalconduct.Maybenow,
The worldof sports has had its perhaps,organizations willtake noreputationtarnished for longenough tice of the Astros and University of
by athletes who use their stature to Alabama and act not only to keep
beat theirwives,do drugs and com- their image,but tomake a statement
—
mit other wrongs legalor moral. that these acts are truly wrong and
There have been enough guys like are unacceptable forathletes orany
Bobby Cox, Ruben Patterson and other people in society.
RaeCarruth.
Often times college teams are Nate Zell is a freshman
even lenient towards players who journalism major. He can be
haverun-ins with thelaw. Perhaps reached at zelln©seattleu. edu.
they should be.Co

AUSTIN L.BURTON
Co-ManagingEditor

fifth in a matter of weeks in the
middle of the season.Nextyear she
We were better than our record shouldbeone ofSU's starplayers.
indicated. It's something you of"Ididkindofhave a rough start.
just started torelax
ten hearfromathletes,coachesand Thenafter thatI
fansofany teamwhoendsa season more. Ifigured, 'It's just a game.'
withmore losses than wins.
was
" My team supportedme when I
Youhearit so much, it's hard to down, too. I
think it was a good
believesometimes.Butother times, starting point for me for the next
itis said withsuch conviction and three years," Santos commented.
a positive attitude that you might
Shecredits one teammateinparticular,junior thirdbaseman Sarah
justbuy it.
Such is the case with Seattle Carrier,for helping her improve at
University Softball.TheRedhawks the plate. Santossaid that Carrier's
finished 13-24 (10-13 conference) willingness to help her out wasinin2003,second-to-lastintheseven- dicative of one of the Redhawks'
team Great Northwest Athletic strongpoints.
Conferenceand sevengames worse
"Welook out foreach other. Not
only areweclose onthe field as in
than last year's 20-17record.
Butifany Redhawks fanwere to communicating andsupportingeach
listen to centerfielder Marjalena other we'reallfriendsoffthefield.
Santos, you'dthinktherewasnoth- Thathelpsinour games sinceweall
ing to worryabout.
want toseeeachotherdo well,"she
"I think overall we did pretty said. "Overall itwas a positive enwell.Westartedoff good," Santos vironment."
said. "Every team in our conferCarrier helped make for a posience is pretty much the same in tive environment on the field
talent, so there was a big chance throughher leadership as oneof the
for us to take first place."
team captains, as well as with her
Santos,a walk-onfreshmanfrom performance.For thesecondstraight
Brea, Calif., was second on the year, Carrier was the Redhawks'
team with a .305 batting average best offensive player, leading the
and 17 RBI. She was one of the team with a .308 batting average
manyRedhawks who got better as and 20RBI.She was second on the
the season went on, as she im- team with 32 hits. Behind her in
provedher hittingenough tomove numbers were Santos and sophofrom ninth in the batting order to more centerfielder Liz Meyer(.299

—

—

-

legeisafterallalearn
ing environment, bu
that still doesn't ex
elude the pro organ

zations— teams wit i
'full-grown' menanc
womenwho are pak
well to do what the
do best. But in th
non-sports world
people do lose thei
jobs or can't get job

if ihey are convictec
ofassaultordrugpos
session. What makes

"Nancy Gerou willserve agreat
role as interimdirectorand welook
forward to the selection of a new
director who can reshape and revision the athletic department onour
campus," O'Neill said.
This spring, an athletics consultant washired toevaluate the Athletics Department in terms of how it
functions as compared toother DivisionIIschools. Theconsultant's
report will be reviewed by Gerou,
Leary and others before Gerou begins working on what she termeda
five-year developmentplan.
" One plan that
Gerou revealed
was a goal to split the university
athletics department from the
intramurals and recreational sports
programs. Along with this separation, the athletics department has
received money to hire a full-time
Assistant Athletic Director, which
would allowCarragher to headthe
recreation and intramurals depart-

Mike Price's Last night ofpartying ended with
him looking down the toilet, foreshadowingthe
directionhis career wouldsoon take.
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with35hitsand 20runs). Much of
the SU lineup, though, had down
years at the plate.
Senior rightfielder Brittany
Sullivan, for example, wrapped
up her SU careerhittingjust .230.
However, Sullivan was the only
player on the team to hit a home
runand wasstillnamed to the All
GNAC teamasanhonorable mention.
Santos believes that with
Sullivan (the team'sother co-captain along with Carrier) leaving,
someone else will have to step
into a leadership role.
"Someone is going to need to
step up, but I'm not sure who
that's going to be.There are a lot
of girls who put forth a bigpositive effort. Isee (junior second
baseman) Carrie Ward as stepping up and maybe taking a leadership role," Santos said. "She's
allabout the team.She's always in
the game;she'soptimistic and she
hustles on the field 110 percent.
She shows she loves Softball
through actionsand words."
Ifeverythinggoes asSantosand
her teammatesplan, we were betterthan ourrecordindicatedmight
be a retired statement aroundSU.
"Next year Ithink we'll do really well,"Santos said. "We'll be
a strongunit.We'll show what we
have."
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Themost bizzare, the most unusual, the most
perplexinglocations in all of Seattle!
Think you know this fair cily and thebizarre
wonders it contains? Ha ha! Think again my
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Join me, The Magician, and the rest of the

| Fremont's
Vortex of
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Archie McPhee's
Greg Boudreau

useless piece of junk in existence, Motog, the Terrible TalkingTiki
from Moses action figures to pink Godwatchesovercustomers from
If by chance you're interested flamingos to boxing nuns to an as- the center of the store.

Staff Reporter

into turning your ownroom into
one
of

.

sortmentofrubbersnakesandfishes

locales, then

the place

to

your
decorations
get

and knickknacks to
make that
conversionis

Ither

things worthnoting

c Archie's Wall of
collection of obure arcade games, an
isortment of strangecanes, the "world-famous"
ow of Heads, and "ranjm pieces ofart for art's
ime, a

Since 1980, Archie
has provided
ese oddities to Seattle,
id ifyou too arelooking
r decorations to have
your room be known as
an odd locale of the city,
thenArchieMcPhee isthe
place foryoutobeginyour

Archie
McPhee, located in the
Ball a r d
hood of SeA storethat

[cPhee

quest.

Located at 2428 NW

is

decked
from floor to

Market Street, Seattle,

ceiling with coolness, Archie

Bins upon boxes upon shelves

McPheeprovides a haven for customers to come search for every

stacked floor to ceiling contain all
thesevarious goodies.All thewhile.

WA

Aveda Wax
lons, it's

well worth the money.
Tiny,rippling waterfountainsand
Editor-in-Chief
Whether you're a glutton for Aveda'ssignature soundtrackcoma calm, soothing atpain orjust can'tstandthe thought bine to create
—
mosphere
exactly
what'sneeded
of dumping more cash on Lady
Bics, Seattlehas the waxing solu- when your hairs are being ripped
out by the roots.
tion tomeet your needs.
Most importantly, Aveda's preAfter frequenting four of the
ferred
wax leaves the skin bruisedowntownand Capitol Hillsalons
without trapping potenfree
and
and testing a variety of waxing
tiallyin-grown
hairs beneath.
procedures(arms,legs,bikini),the
—
seasoned
professionals'
Take
a
choice is clear the Aveda salon
it,
quite
word
for
a
few
establishon First Avenue and Madison is
no-bruising
ments
and
break
the
best,
the
hands down.
Although it will cost approxi- "pleasedon't but waxon my butt"
mately $10 more than other sa- rule. (Yes, it is as painful as it
NICOLE RETANA

sounds.)
Finally,Aveda's location makes
a
it convenient walk forearless customers andoffers free valet parking
for anyone else whoneeds it.
Stats:

Aveda Salon and Day Spa
1015 Ist Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104-1007

(206) 628-9605

Bikini wax: $25»
Leg wax: $55

"
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Uncanny!
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Everything
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Center of the Universe

Chris iberle
Staff Reporter
TheaptlynamedArtist's Republic of Fremont, also known as the
"Center of the Universe", is probably the quirkiest and most unique
neighborhoodSeattlehas to offer.
It houses a smattering of odd and
interestingattractions,overlooking
Lake Union and sitting just westof
the University District.

Themost famousresidentofFremontis probablytheFremontTroll,
sitting underthe AuroraBridge and
consuming a Volkswagen Beetle.
The Troll has appeared in movies
and TV shows, most notably 10
ThingsI
Hate About You. Acouple
ofblocks awayrests a 7-ton statue

of Vladimir Lenin, which came
fromof Slovakiain 1989. OnSundays, you can satisfy your needfor
all things odd at the FremontSunday Market, a surefire place to find
all the outlandish wares you ever
wanted want (I especially like the
Utilikilt, "a man's kilt for every
occasion").

SinceFremont is an "artist'sRepublic" after all,public art, including Lenin and the Troll, is commonplace. "Waiting for the Interurban" is probably recognizable to
most, a sculpture or a group of
people wait for a trolley that will
nevercome.

'The Interurban" is subject

to

"art attacks" throughout the year,
randomlydecoratedforvarious ocis Fremont's Solstice Parade, a diverse communitygatheringboasting lots of art,
casions. These "art attacks" are lots of craziness, and a few naked people.
common around Fremont, pieces
What would theCenteroftheUniverse be without a 53 footrocket?Thecirca 1950
of art going up or being modified cold warrocket fuselagebears Fremont's mottoand creed:"DeLibertas Quirkas",or
without the pesky permits. Possi"Freedom to bePeculiar." A neighborhood with a Troll,Lenin, a rocket, Utilikilts,
bly the oddest event in Seattle,and and random art happenings; what could locale be any more odd?
another (albeitplanned)"artattack"

Features

Campion Room 208

Fremont's
Vortex of
v Uncanny! j

A veritable
Maze of
Bewilcierment!

liverse
Campion 208. Both roommates
haveaddedtheir individualtouches
with one side clearly devoted tc
cars andthe other to music.
*

ms

■"

ABIC.AIL LAXA

StaffReporter
'

-~

ing things with their rooms. Maybe
not really odd, but certainly notewor-

Youdon t have togo far from thy.
campus to find a place that
TheSpectator's ownnewspaperdemakes you scratch your head livery boy, Greg Boudreau has one
and think,"Thisis alittle odd." awesome room that's definitely worth
Many of your fellow dorm writingabout. Four rollsof duct tape,
mates have done some amaz- six weeksof sporadic burstsofcreativ-

Truly, a
Tomb of the
Unnatural!

Several musical instrument!
huddle in the corner, including <
ABBY LAXA / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER guitar, bass guitar,and akeyboard
They sitnext totwolargespeakers
asubwoofer.andaPAsystem. Yoi
ity haveled to Seattle University's can imagine the funny things tha
one and only ducttape ceiling maze. happen when the folks on this flooi
Yes, that's right. DUCT TAPE need something todo. Bored? The
CEILING MAZE complete with a boys saycome on over,"It'salways
picture of ablock of cheese as the a party in here!"
Located in room 208 in Seattle
finish box.
Ever wonderhowmuch crap you University's Campion Residence
could do with a room? Check out Hall.

Seattle University
Lynn Building
SEAN REID
Co-Managing Editor
Odds are, unless you're a workstudy student, you'veneverset foot
in the Lynn buildingand won'thave
toin the foreseeable future.That's a
goodthing.Because the Lynnbuilding, one ofthe oldest campus structures setof f thebeaten pathbetween
Xavier and the Chapel of St.
Ignatius, is damn creepy.
In addition to once serving as a
morgue (dead BODIES, people!),
the place sports somerickety floor-

NICOLE RETANA / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

mmunity gatheringboasting lots of art,

without a 53 footrocket? Thecirca 1950

ttoandcreed:"De Libertas Quirkas",or

boardsand stairs thatmake one feel
like it might pull a House of Usher
any moment. In a fortuitous irony,
Lynn houses the Facilities Administrationdepartment,allthose folks
responsible for properconstruction
design at Seattle University.
But let's not forget the cavernous
stairwaysinLynn, whichare bewildering as they are stinky (probably
the zombiesin the basement).Ifyou
ever find yourself heading up to
third floor, mind your return on the
way down. Since Lynn's floors all
look the same,one might findthemselves taking a wrong turn, orrunning into a wall where there should
be anexit.
Don't let the Lynn building suck
youin.It's a weird locale to admire
from afar and little else.

with a Troll,Lenin, a rocket, Utilikilts,
ilebe any more odd?

Get serviced
in this Spa
of the
Mysterious!
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Manic showcases deep, complex performance
SEAN REID
Co-Managing Editor
The timebetween the months of
May, June andearly July mark the
blitzkriegof bigbudget flicks at the
cineplex.It's that time when most
risky independentfilms should step
off to the side and say to thelikes of
Warner Bros, and Twentieth Century FOX, "Here,just take the box
office for the next few weeks, k?"
Sothat's why now couldn't be a
worsetimefor distributor IFC films
torelease the overdueManic,a truly
brilliantfilm that few willprobably
see until it hits Scarecrow Video.
Thisis part of the reason why such
a largeportionof the A&Epagethis
week is dedicated to highlighting
—
the film (see interview below)
it's a vain effort to redirect the $8
you're using to go see MatrixReloaded for probably the third time.
But more than that.Manic deserves
every spot of ink it gets in print,
because hereis a film that dares so
boldly to be original withits material and take risks with the tremendousstar power athand thattosideline it as just another indie film is
nothingshort ofinsulting.In a summer of what promises to be a
goldmine of movies, Manicis one
of the biggest nuggets.
Digitallyshot with a shaky,docu-

mentary look, the film revolves
around the teenage inmates of a

mentalinstitution. Thefocus isLyle
(Joseph Gordon-Levitt),a new addition struggling with his anger
management. After going berserk
onakidhis own age withabaseball
bat,Lyleis thrust intogroup therapy
with other troubled teens.
Lyle befriends his roommate
Kenny(Cody Lightning), ashyboy
guilty of sex abuse, and Chad
(MichaelBacall), a chatty but still
depressed teen close to release.
There's also the potential love in-

terest, Tracy (Zooey Deschanel);

her best friend, Sara (Sara Rivas);
and arival,Michael (EldenHenson).
Muchof the film justshows intimateglimpsesintothekids' livesas
they chat with each other, play on
the basketball court or startan impromptu mosh pit, and sometimes,
snap and lose control.
Theircaretaker is Dr.DavidMonroe(DonCheadle),whoseemsresolute to help each one, but never
through a personal epiphany. He
tells afrustrated Lyle,"I'mnot going to hug you and say life is now
going to be all pizzas and
blowjobs...You're going to have
this rage within somewhere until
you die man, but are you going to
learn how to live with it or keep

doing what you'redoing until you
kill yourself orkill somebody else,
maybe somebody that you care
about?"
The testamentManic makes, and
makes well,isthat there arenoeasy
answers,especially when it comes
to rage. The movie shows how its
characters face their problems and
attempt to deal with them. It has
them stumble again,repeatedly hittinghome the idea that failure will
always occur, but the goal is to
endure rather than surrender.
Manic also refrains from being
some cheap One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nestknockoff The juvenileinmatesbecomememorable not
because of their eccentricity but
because of the moments each is artfully,andat times,painfully fleshed
out. Lyle stands quietly in front of
others and then, when he's alone,
throws himself against the walls of
hisroom.Tracyexperiencesscreaming fits during her dreams. When
Dr. Monroe coaxes Lyle to reveal
the abuse he suffered by his father,
both he and Tracy share moment
when she relates the verbal abuse
she suffered by her mother.
The attention paid to depicting
the characters as real as possible is
evenmorestaggeringupon witnessing theidleconversations theyhave

.

with each other
overRage Against
the Machine concerts,professional
wrestling,

or

comic book heroes. All this,
along with a
healthy dose of a
profanity, gives a
modern depth to
the personalities.
COPYRIGHT IFC FILM
Not onlyhasdito
Levitt)
tries overcome his
rector
Jordan Lyle (Joseph Gordon
rage
inManic.
Melamed created
a film that places the intimate mo- pletely different rolethan whathe' s
ments between actors at the fore- accustomed. Theresultsare tremenfront, buthe has also createda criti- dous, and Levitt's superb work at
cal visual look. Lighting and cam- handling a character both frightera movement follows the tone enedandconstantly onedge should
closely in Manic; when characters convincehim to stick with theindie
lose theircontrol,so does the cam- crowd for a while. Cheadle is right
era lens.Inanother scene when one up there with him,handling his role
character leaves the institution,the with perhaps the most sincere peronecouldmake.Thesame
sunlight outside is extremely bril— formance
liant,masking any view outside
goes for Deschanel and her hauntin essence,ofwhat liesbeyond. The ing blueeyes,and quitefrankly, for
colors in the film are alsobased on every othersingleplayer inthe film.
a Vincent Van Goghpainting, 'The No one is ever bad, and no scene
WheatfieldofCrows," whichserves ever seems trivial or superfluous.
as a prominent symbol in the story.
Manic is inallrespects,a perfect
It's safe to say Manic presents film, and you'd
— be a fool not to go
Joseph Gordon-Levitt (of Third see it. So go right now. Manic
Rockfrom the Sun and 10 Things 1 opens tomorrowat the Varsity TheHate About You fame) with a com- ater.

Manic actors take a moment,speak about film
SEAN REID
Co-managing Editor
Why didit take so long for this
to hit theaters?

JordanMelamed: We finished in
October of 2001 and our original
date was March of2002.It's about
a year from the date. Ithink IFC
films washavingsometrouble.They
he
lost the head of distribution
—
leftfor another company and they
had about five films for 2002 that
were all getting released in 2003
and we were in that pack.
Joseph Gordon-Levitt: Theyalso
had a stellar year last year. They
—
made s loads of money with YTu
Mama Tambien and others. Manic
is not a sales executive's delight.

—

you know, because it's new and it supportgroups and halfwayhouses
doesn't have a gimmick or any ex- and we just hung out.
Was it awkwardat first?
p/osions or anythinglike that.
thepeople.
Joseph:Itdependedon
Was that a concern for you
thing
one
we're
definitely
guys? Wereyou afraid the studio That's
movie,
isit
the
to
about
this
say
push
trying
wouldn't know how to

film?
Jordan: Well, frankly after 9/11,
theideathat any film that takes on
a serious subject...people don't
want to see, because now people
turn theirminds off. They can't see
films that are both entertainingand
meaningful, thatis sort of an idea,I
think, in the distribution world.
Joseph: Which Ithink is insulting
(laughs).
Jordan: Yeah,people are smarter
than that.
Joseph:IFC diddelay us,but they
areputting us out.If you're talking
about corporate America big
studios that's thenotion they have,
that people are dumb. If you think
people are dumb and you make
dumbmovies, then youmake dumb
people,(pauses)
Iwent to a festival in Philadelphia and this one kid who was like
16 or something, he came up to me
and said,"WellI've beenthere,I've
beenin thathospital, I'yebeen you."
He said, "Ijust saw this movie two
days ago when it screened and I
cameback to see it again." So, you
know, people that see it...l'm so
proud of it. I've never had the opportunity to promote something
where to this degreeI'mproudofit.
There's no smoke and mirrors
—
here this is a goodmovie.
Did you speak a lot with those
types of kids?
Joseph: Yeah, we spent about
three weeks rehearsing. But they
(motions to Jordan) had been like
researching for years before Igot
involved. Ispent a lot of time that
had been in hospitals. We went to

...

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me proveit. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-
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awkward with these kids?' Well,
everyone's different and you can't
compartmentalize them anymore
thanyoucancompartmentalize anybody. They maybe slipped a little
farther and it landed themin these
hospitals, but everybody'sgottheir
problems, everybody's got their
pain. If you go see this movie, you
will see people that youknow in the
characters, if not yourself. Definitely. It's not like they're some
extreme version of humanity or an
alien.
There'san extremeamount of
rage in some of the characters,
particularly yours. Did youhave
to go to a very dark place toget
that?
Joseph: Yeah. That's the simple
answer. Yeah, man, Iwasa wreck
during that whole filming process.
Jordan:Theystayed in character,
almost the all cast did. And it was
three weeksof filming. Itwas pretty

intense. And sometimes we'dfilm
moments just spontaneously on the
set when they felt they did something that theircharacter woulddo.
Everyone got so into it that it
became something that they could
tell you at some point, 'No, no my
character wouldn't say that.' Everyone was committed to being
morereal than most "good"performances are.
What wasit that youguys considered real?
Joseph: To me real was...lwas
havingnightmareseverynight. This
was not an external movie, where
the story was told by technical cinematic devices or anything. This
"
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movie was toldby us
gettinginto the emotionsofit and capturingit.ThankGod that
I'yeneverhad anabu-

sive father that I've
never had to experience some of the
things that that character had to.
But,emotionally, it
was painful. Making
this movie hurt becauseit wasreal.Not
that it wasn't alsoincredibly fulfillingthe
whole time, because
Iwas finally doing
somethingthat meant
something. We were

doing it for the love
of it and the passion
for it.
Copyright IFC Film
Joseph: But you
goodpoint
during
made a
be
"/ was a
wreck
that whole filming
"
fore about what is
Spectator.
process, Levitttold The
real, because it is
drama. It's written
And yes, some improvisation, but ing, weused color we went for a
that was off of the story that was look that fit with the story we were
created so it's not likeit's so real. telling. Anddigital, which may not
It's not a documentary.So what we be right for certain movies, was
try to do is make a film that com- very right forManic.
What kind of cliches did you
bined the kind of truth you can get
try
andavoid while filming?
you
documentary,
in
because
can
The biggest cliche we tried
moments
with
the
Jordan:
yet
get human
power of the story and bring those to avoid was the idea that you're
together. And digital allowsyou to suffering frommentalillnessor any
do that in a way that film would kind of trauma and thatRobin Wilnever.
liams is gonnacome alongandhug
It has everything to do with you and tell you it's ok and you're
digital's ability to take you away going tobebetterfor therest ofyour
from the trappings of dollies and life. And that you'regoing to go to
tripods and lighting and allow you Harvard. That was it. To tell a real
to have the actors to be in the mo- story about what it's like to get
ment. Like not hitting your mark. better, and you can gel better. But
We wanted to dispense with that. that it takes work and that it takes
What abouta movie that captures a time. Those things will probably
deeperhumantruth? We used light- live with you,but you can get better.

—
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Glass Menagerie provides great entertainment
KIMBURLY ERVIN
StaffReporter

verted daughter's search for a
gentleman caller is presentinevery
It's just over halfway through momentoftheplay.Thoughattimes
spring quarter and if you are at all a bit overdramatic,Montaacreates
familiar with Seattle University's a solid character that makes this
DramaDepartment,youknow what play worth the timeinvestment.
that means...it'stime for the third
Brian Smith,aregular to the SU
and final dramatic showcase of the stage,playsbothnaryear.Forthisquarter'sperformance, rator and character
the departmentchose to take on the TomWingfield. Artask of reinventing Tennessee guably creating his
William's autobiographical work, best character to
The Glass Menagerie.
date, Smith's Tom
Thoughthe castis small,theroles startedoff rocky and
even a
are powerful. Playing Amanda almostforced;but as
Wingfield, the mother of narrator the play progressed,
Tom Wingfield, NicoletteMontaa Smith owned Tom,
creates a strikingcharacter that cap- even to the point of

cast at the heart of the play.
"It was not mymain goal to cast

all, and she shines in her one-onone scene with the gentlemancaller,
Jim O'Conner.
Rounding out the cast as the
gentleman caller is Christian Ver.
With the smallest part of the dialogue-heavy play, Ver plays the

TheGlassMenagerienon-traditionally, but I
feel that the journey has
beenso muchricherbecauseofthis
cast," Director Rosa Joshi states in
theplaybill.'Togetherwehavebeen

heart of this classic.

spective."
of

terrific actingput on by fellowSU
students,especially that ofMontaa.
And at $6 for students, the price

only pipesand minimum furniture,
so the focus remains onthe charac-

can'tbe beat!
The Glass Menagerieis playing

ters and not the surroundings. The
use of a projector adds a 1940's
flavor and depth to the charactersat

at the Vachon Room in the Fine

Theset isbare
consisting

becomingphysically

throughout the almost three hour moved when givinghisfinal monoplay. The mother's desperation to logue.
Audrey Delgado played Laura
hold ontoany trace toher lost youth
while projecting her personal de- Wingfield, the focus of the play.
sire for a companionontoherintro- Her performance was strong over-

polishedadding the bareness that

pervades the atmosphere of the
the detailed por- Playtrayal of human
Moments of laughter, sadness,
relationships at despair, annoyance, dullness, and
the core of Ten- evena few tearscan befound at the
nes s c c heart of this classic. Though the
William's writ- nearly three hour production can
ing, from a truly be tedious at times, it is definitely
universal per- worthgiving upa night toenjoy the

able todelveinto

Moments oflaughter, sadness,
despair, annoyance, dullness, and
few tears can be found at the

tures the audiences' attention

Music is alsokept toa minimum,
with a majority of the music consisting of a single mandolin or the
occasional acoustic guitar. The
songs,sometimesonlymereplucks
of the strings, were rough and un-

amiable character well,but doesn't
seem to challenge enough of the
character'spotential.ButVer isstill
an effective asset to the play.
An interestingchoice of casting
puts a mostly non-Caucasian

key moments

ArtsBuildingthroughMay 17 with
showsat 7:30 p.m.andmatineeson
May 17 and 18 at 2:30 p.m.

Daddy Day Care is Atreyu step into Seattle
hard to stomach
and play Graceland
Marissa Cruzr
Staff Reporter

RYANNCOOPER

Staff Reporter

most
When
people hear the
name Atreyu, their
minds drift back to
that childhood
memoryof thelittle,

DaddyDay Care,is lack luster demonstration ofpaternal instinct at its best. Children may
be amused but parents will be
utterly boredand possibly even
terrified imagining a day care

incredibly
yet
strong young hero
fromthemovie,The

gone so wrong.
Leading men Eddie Murphy
andJeffGarlin stage this disas-

NeverendingStory,
whichis a staple in
every 70s and 80s

ter by delivering one liners but
not much else as the children
take the stage with their ram-

bunctiousantics. ThinkofJackass for 2-year olds, scary isn't

it?
Well, we might then think
that somelifelessonmayemerge
but this comedic flop includes
photoby Bruce mcßroom © 2003
Rights
Columbia Pictures All
Reserved
nothing from real life; and the
kids are so far from normalyou Eddie Murphy performing in Daddy
wonder if they took a crayon to Day Care.

-

the script.

This is not the boost Murphy center operated by Miss Haridan
neededto revamp hiscareer, es- (Anjelica Hudson) offers a boot camp
pecially after films like Dr. like atmospherepushingpreschoolers
Dolittle 2, The Nutty Professor toact like college students.And when
and Adventures ofPluto Nash. it startstogetrun outofbusinessby the
Murphy seems most at home in cheaper Daddy Day Care Center, oh
the morecomedic bad boyroles no, look out, things could get shaky.
such as in Beverly Hills Cop
But whyany saneparent would trust
comparedto the tameAllAmeri- their children to these chaotic
caregivers is beyondcomprehension.
can dad he playshere.
MurphyplaysCharlie Hinton
Garlinand Zahn, whileadding to the
a recently unemployed subur- occasional burst of laughter, play
bandad whocomes up with the uninspiringcharacters whodo nothing
misfortunate idea of opening a more thenbalance out thenumberofso
day care center when his wife, called adults to children.
Kirn(ReginaKing)goes to work
Thekidsareadorableandeach seems
asa lawyerleaving himathome carefully selected to capture that devtoplay Mr. Mom to his sonBen ilish yet innocent look. Their behaviors and antics are predictable and re(KhamaniGriffin).
by
unemployed
ally only Jimmy Bennett (Tony with
Joined hisalso
buddyPhil(JeffGarlin)andtheir the flashuniformand talentof burping
off-center coworker Marvin bubbles)stands out from the rest of the
(Steve Zahn), the three do ev- out ofcontrolbunch.Ohandplease no
erything wrong by following more poopjokes,especially when they
theiranything-goes-let-the-kids- have been done better and twice as
do-whate ver-they-wantphiloso- funny. Instead of being amused the
phy.
audience will most likely be appalled.
But every comedic day care
Either wait for the rental or skip it
movie would not be complete altogether.Butifyouarebraveenough
without a bad guy or gal. The to enter DaddyDay Care, don't forget
overpriced competing day care yoursippy cup for added enjoyment.

child's life. Now,
alsoassociated with
the name Atreyu,is
one ofsunnySouthern California's up
coming
and
hardcore bands.
However,for theimage they
project as ahardcoreband,they
sure are nice boys. Down to
earth and funny, they know
how to have a rockin' good
time and still be regular guys
doing what they love.Playing
a screaminglydelightfulshow,
lastTuesdaynight,May6th, at
Graceland as theopeningband
they set the tone for the night
ahead
The lead singer of Atreyu,
Alex Varkatzas's,favoriteline
from anyofhis band'ssongsis
"Live, love, burn, die!" This
seemed to be the attitude and
motto of the rest of the crowd
that showed up for their show
last Tuesday night.

Thecrowd chanted along at
the top oftheirhardcore lungs
as Varkatzas let the guttural
growlofthewordsescape from
his throat.
"Probablyright now 'Live,
love,burn, die!'is myfavorite
line,becauseit's basically like
you're bornand you live; you
love, that's lifeyou know, ev-

erythingjust people, and the
world around you burn with
passion, and then youdie, [but
before that] you wanna do as
much as youcan while you're
The Spectator " May 15, 2003

Atreyu bandmembers recentlyplayedat the Graceland.
here, even though

sometimes it
sucks. [Basically] you just gotta
rock out," Varkatzas says of the
lyrics.
'Rock out" the crowd definitely

did do. The best part was that insteadofthenormalagegroup found
at Graceland's usual shows, which
on the whole variesbetween fourteen and 17-years-old there was a
wide rangeof age groups.
The young teenagers and the
[seemingly] 40-year-old metalhead
bikerdudes,alike,alldidtheirshare
ofbeatingeachotherupin themosh
pit.

Alkaline Trio, Ireally like Alkaline Trio, too." However, when
askedif his band wouldever want
tocoveran AlkalineTriosongsince
theyare one of Varkatzas's favorite
bands, he replied with a definite

no.
"Idon't think we would ever try
tocoveroneofAlkaline Trio'ssongs

because we would just f*** it up
too badly because we aren't them,
but if we ever did, Idon't even
really know what song we would
cover. It's hard to say, because I
really just love allof their songs,"
Varkatzas says.
Atreyu heated up the stage and
When asked what's up next for
the energy of the crowd with songs them and about their downtime,
off of their full length album, Sui- Varkatzas says, "We don't really
cide Notes and Butterfly Kisses, have downtime,but if we did,Ijust
playing crowd pleasers like "Ain't kinda hang out at my apartment. I
Love Grand," "Someone's Stand- have like,two friends.And X-Box.
ingon my Chest," and closed their SoIjusthangout andget tattooed
set with everyone's favorite, and play X-Box."
"Lipgloss and Black," in which the
But with no downtime to be
favorite mantra is proclaimed.
foundin theirnearfuture, what'sup
Sadly,they werenot theheadlin- next for theband isa continuation
ing band of the show; Following of their tour through the states
their set were other played well- through the endof May,and then
known hardcore bands Eighteen heading off toEurope shortly after.
Visions,Chimaira,and theheadlinMatrix
ers,LambofGod. When asked who
with,
they
else
would like to tour
Looking for thereview?Check out
Varkatzas fervently answered, "I
www.spectator-online.cominthe
really loveKillswitch Engage,and
next fry daysfor our Last Words.
AFI. AFI f***ing owns. Oh, and

The
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Do you know of a club that has
done something outstanding?

ASSUNEWS
ASSU Constitutional Amendment

Then nominate that clubfor one of these awards.

Sponsoredby: Beverly Wong, Minority Representative
Date: May 7, 2003

*Community Enrichment and Service Award
*Jesuit Mission Award
*Academic Connectedness Award
*On the Move Award
*Outstanding First Year Award

The Representative Assembly,
In alignment with the change in name ofthe Office ofMinority Student
Affairs to theOffice ofMulticultural Student Affairs;

Andbecause the term "minority" holds negative meanings and
connotations;

Nominations must be given to Sam Ko at
koh3@seattleu.edu by May 16.

Moves to change the title ofMinority Representative to the more positive

title of Multicultural Representative;

Further descriptions of the requirements for each
awardcan be found at www.seattleu.edu/
servantleadership/SRA/SRAMain.asp

And therefore amends Article 11, Section I, A (x) to read "Multicultural
Representative."

Resolution of the Associated Students
of Seattle University
Please help support the

Sponsor by Student Life Committee of ASSU

Seattle University
Equestrian Club and the
Union Gospel Mission.
Donate your new and/or gently used
blankets and pillows!!
Look for donation boxes now through
May 22in the residence halllobbies and
the Student Center.

Date: May 7, 2003
To the Representative Assembly,

Realizing the significant amountof use and subsequently jaywalking on
the Madison Avenue entrance to campus (by theFine Arts Building,
across from the IHOP); and
Acknowledging the amount of daily street traffic; and
Wishing to preserve the highest level of safety for our constituents;
Urge thePublic Safety Department of Seattle University to work with

the proper authorities in creating a crosswalk.
AssociatedStudents of Seattle University
Student Center 360 ThirdFloorleft of the Sky Bridge
900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 296-6050 assu@seattleu.edu

-

$231.30 was approved for a chess tournament in theStudent
Center. Theamendment will be brought back to consideration next

week by thePresident.

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
f Are you interested in having N
jfre Philosophy CluBN fGet Involved!
your own bussiness?
Take ACTION!
A
aI f
Then come to the "Women in
So much to do, so little time....
"^ZT
? Pp^!lthel°Eighth
Metaphysics,"
Iraditiona!
presents
1

f?f

Sm
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,n,
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May
21 from 12-1 pan. .n Pigott 103

t^fNW ofTaThrngtonpTst
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Aimual PhiloS°P hy Club Conference

W
■C
B
Huang
Center.
InternationalBank and others.
V Contact Jessica Nguyen at 206-398-4898. S V

Schaffer Auditorium
May 15 from Ip.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
May 16^10^l 6:3

°

°

For more info contact JamesLiner at
206-427-1835 or at linerj@seattlu.edu. S V

Contact Taslim van Hattum for upcomin|
volunteer opportunities

.

E"mail Taslim at: -anhat@seattleu.edu

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
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Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

200. Help Wanted
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
WA) needs resident staff (6/
14/03-8/22/03). Room/
Board/Salary. Positions include: Counselors, lifeguards, drivers, kitchen staff
and more. Spend your summer in a beautiful setting
while in worthwhile employment. Interviews available on
campus. Please call:
(425) 844-8896
or e-mail us at:
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.com for
more information.
Internship in the heart of
KOMO 4's newsroom! Work
with TV anchors, reporters,
producers to create rocking
news promotion spots. You
must loveand want to improve
your writing and video production skills plus be able to
work undersometimes stressful breaking news situations.

13
400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

Classifieds
This Summer/Fall '03 internship is for credit only and is
open to allJuniorsandSeniors
preferablypursuinga Communication, Journalism, or Public Relations degree, Send resume, cover letter, and writing
samples to KOMO 4 television, ATTN: Human Resources/NewsbriefInternship,
140 4th Aye. N., Seattle, WA
98109. For more info visit
www.komotv.com. No phone
inquiries please. EOE.
KOMO 4 Television is currently accepting applications
for summer internships.
KOMO is looking for
energetic,dependable,
hardworking people who are
interested in learning about
broadcasting in a fast-paced
environment. Internships include TV news, sports, production, and community relations. These internships are
for credit only and are open
to Juniorsand Seniors preferably pursuinga Communica-

sion, ATTN: Human Resources, 140 4th Aye.N., Se-

attle, WA 98109. Complete
details at www.komotv.com
or www.fsci.com/jobs. No
phone inquiries please.
EOE.KOMO 4 Tele
Education Specialist- Community Learning Center is
loking for team players who
will be responsible for teaching, tutoring, and leading
schol age children inan after
school/summer program. For
more information call 206-725-5674. Fax or e-mail resume and cover letter to
phone number 206-252-6771

The Spectator

Phone: (206) 296-6474

Or brightonclcboysgirls@yahoo.com.

500. For Rent
APT. FOR RENT
IBR $625, 2 BR $750 1

Fax: (206) 296-6477

block from SU, corner 13th
Ave/E Remington Ct. Utili-

tiesincluded.
Call 206 232-9865

One Block from U 1 br top,
quiet, sunny duplex unit, intion,
Journalism,
Must have great attitude and
or Public clude pk, new crpt, private
able to work 15-20 hours per Relations degree. Send re- garden, pet allowed, $640
week weekday afternoons. sume and cover letter to vi- month (206) 633-0424 x204

E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Hey SU,
finished including final edits
Maria,
by
Come see the policecops for Iwillbe yourboyfriend! Ifyou
8 p.m. Wednesday night?
Pizza,brownies andsoda says
free Friday, May 23rd @ 2nd want one...
Aye. Pizza www.angelfire.com/
we can't. Are we on?
apes/policecops.
EIC
Nate,
Dude, as I'm writing this,only Ruben is your
2003American
Therosebud loves cheeese!! 7 hoursuntil Matrix!!!
id01....
How many SU girls does it
take to park a car?
Love, Katie

Colleen Eganloves Shannon
German got a problem???!
MEOW
SEAC rocks!

Quadstock is going to be so
awesome

this

year!!

OHANA!
Love, Weave

BOZO,
So, how's your unicorn?
We love you allandthetimes
we've shared.
Love, Your honorary
members
My friends,
I'm enamored with you.

Roses are red, Violets
T-word
I'll miss your ugly mug next areblue, Nicole is hot, and
year. What's that? I
can't geta Chrissy's cute too.
AB
recommendation? Ahhh, I
Brian,
might cry. Here's to hoping
future generations of students Let's party the rest of the
benefit from your early retire- week and forget our homework and GPA's, just
ment.
like
!!
Mark
Justin,
Baby says, "Hey big daddy! Quadstock Rocks!!!
When you gonna ring in the No money? Volunteer and
dough?"
get in free. You get a free
t-shirt, free food, andfreeadDave,
mission. What else would
Jonasis dreaming ofthenight you ask foi?
he can sleep on your chest
again. When will youmake his Shayshe,
dream a reality?
Ilove you. Would you give
Love,RoomieandCo. me another chance?
Miumiu
Everybody,
Can we get our pages totally
"
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PERSONALS
DROP
BOX IS

AVAILABLE
AT
THE CAC

DROP ONE IN
TODAY!

THEY ARE FREE
AND
APPEARINEVERY

ISSUE.
TRYIT!
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Editorial
Be safe and sober at

— seriously
Quadstock
Let's not beat around the bush.
OnceQuadstock hits on Saturday, some of youmight partake in
the drink before walking in.Do yourself and any person within
vomit range a favor don't.
Yes, alcohol is a social lubricant; and yes, Seattle University
doesn't get moresocial than Quadstock, but here's the thing: play
with alcohol at this event and you'll be playing with fire.
First, being visibly drunk will get your rear end kicked out by
our friendly SEACandCPSstaffs. Heck, you might not even gain
admittance. And trust us; that would be abad thing. Not only do
you forfeit your $8 ticket ,you also might miss the performance
of thePresidents of the United States of America, quite possibly
the best band to hit SU since Save Ferris two years ago. Why in
the world would you do that to yourself?
Second, drunkenness almost assuredly leads to disorderly conduct, and while such activity may be entertaining in acontrolled
setting, this— as we've said before is Quadstock. There are
going to be lots of people, who, if under the influence, have the
potential to cause a lot of damage to both persons and property.
And Quadstock, for those of you underclassmen in the dark,
hasn't always been the sober, tranquil, and pious event some
would like you to believe. In the past, liquored-up individuals
havebroken windows,destroyedproperty,and,uh,pulledknives.
If anything,being sober will give you the wise intellect to step
aside when things get out of handand head back to your comfy,
cable TV dorm lounge.
Third, ...just don't be a jerk. Alcohol,besides great taste and
making one virtually invulnerable to criticism, also has that
nagging ability of turning one into a complete and utter cretin.
You become a loud and annoying moron prone to using bad
pickup lines and/or stripping clothes off parts of the body that
necessitate cover.
Now, before we get sued, let's make things clear: while The
Spectator acknowledges that some university students do drink,
we do not influence or advocate alcohol consumption on campus
or during campus events.
But principles aside, we feel the same way just out of common
sense. Thebrief buzz of whatever cheap grocery store liquor you
downbefore Quadstock doesn't outweigh the negatives of losing
admittance, blacking out, or endangering your health. And you
wouldn't want your mommy and daddy to read about you in the
Security Report, would you?

—

—

The naked truth exposed
dren or movies like Independence
Day that portray strippers lead me
toexpect the strippers to bein their
late 20's or early 30's.
You would also expect them to
keep some oftheirclothes on. This
is a grave misconception. Though
the girls start out in some kind of
outfit, i.e. low cut tops and skirts
that barely cover their butts, when

JEAN WAHLBORG

they get on stage theystrip to their

them in their private booth,but the
girls climb all over them, shaking
everything they've got and pretty
much dry-humping the guys.
And if you think youhave nothing to worry about because your
boy can't afford a lap dance, they
give them away free on the hour.
At the strip club, several of the
guys admitted that they got "excited" from the lap dance girls;

birthday suits.
thoughone admitted(and this is a
'
Ifyourboyfriendhasn t seen you direct quote), "If Icould have
nakedyet, youdefinitelydon'twant touched her,it wouldhave been so
him watching 20 other womenget much better." (p.s. this guy was not
women.
naked. If he has seen you naked, single). This leads me to my next
Maybe you think it's disgusting, youprobably don't want himcom- point.
perverted, immoral, or just a waste paring youto these girls who areso
Even if youthink your guy would
of time(not to say that this is com- thin they look like they have been never get a lap dance or go toa strip
pletely untrue).If you're aman, you smoking heroin (which would not clubbecause heloves youtoomuch,
think again.Someofthe guysIwas
probably think the idea of a girl surprise me).
going to a strip club is hot. But
Secondly, the "no-touching"rule with had girlfriends. To give them
that's beside the point.
some credit, peer-presRecently 1went toone
sure wasparamount.If a
of these houses of ill reguy didn'twant to throw
pute for a guy friend's
his money at a naked,
birthday, and Ican't say
soapy girl in the shower
TheSpectator EditorialBoard consists of Nicole Retana, that Iregretted it. I'm
show, his friends would
Scan Reid, Austin L. Burton and JC Santos. Signed grateful for what Ilearned
heckle him until he did
so.
COMMENTARIES REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT by attending.
not what
Strip
clubs
are
The thing is you don't
SPECTATOR,
NECESSARILY OF THE
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY OR ITS Ithought,and
perhapsnot
really think about it beSTUDENT BODY.
causeyougetall wrapped
what most of you think.
Thisis important because
up in the environment. It
as any war strategist will
begins to feel like anytellyou,thekey is toknow
thing you do is natural
thy enemy. When your
and funbecause the stripSeattle ♥— Umiversity
boyfriend comes home
persand your friendssupkeeping Watch Since1933
andsays, "Iwenttoa strip
port it. This makes it
guys,
club
with
the
but
easier to surrender to
Abby Laxa,StaffPhotographer
Nicole Retana,Editor-in-Chief
worry,nothinghaptemptation, and Isaw
don't
Austin L.Burton, Co-Managing
Seth Cooper,EditorialArtist
pened,"how are yousupmany guys (and a few
Editor, Copy Editor
MeganMyers,Staff Cartoonist
posed to know that he's
is prettyineffective. Thesegirls will girls) fall.
Scan Reid, Co-Managing Editor,
Bonnie Lav,Business Manager
telling
you've
the
truth
unless
visStrip clubs are nasty places, but
shove their boobs and crotches in
Villa,
Advertising
Editor
Maria
Manager
Online
one of these places yourself? your guy's face faster than you can I'm glad I
ited
went. Now I
know what
Boudreau,
Johnson,
NewsEditor
Distribution
Greg
Jamila
Becauseof whatIlearned,Iwant to say "dirty whore".
happens. AndifIfind out a guy I'm
Manager
Nate Zell, Sports Editor
encourageevery woman to go to a
If someone holds up a dollar, a dating hasbeen to a strip club,Iwill
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
JC Santos, OpinionEditor
club
at
least
once
in
theirlife
so
strip
girl
will waltz over,put the dollar in chophis bodyupinto many pieces.
Michael Quiroz,Features Editor
Staff vmters:RyannCooper,
teeth, pull open her g- To the guys' credit, some of them
they
truly
expegiver's
can
understand
the
the
KimburlyErvin,Marissa Cruz,
Christina Soghomonian,A & £
Deja
riencethat
is
vu.
string,
push
and
thephilanthropist's said they'drather bewith their girlEditor
Jean Wahlborg.
all,
strip
enough
First
of
clubs
not
headclose
to taste her bi- friend than a stripper because itjust
are
Bonicillo,
Mark
Copy Editor
what they seem on television and kini wax.Girls trying to invite a lap wasn't as fun. However,that didn't
Amy Howell,Photo Editor
movies.Theyaremuch worse.Most dance victim will often shove their seem to stop all of them from getThe Spectator is the official student newspaperof Seattle University. of the girls (and Imean' girls, not boobs or booty right into a guy's ting lap dances.
It is published everyThursday, exceptduringholidays and examination women) who work thereare barely face.
of legal age and word has it that
As if this weren't bad enough, Jean Wahlborg is a junior
periods, for a totalof 28issues during the 2002-2003 academic year.

—
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Spectator Columnist
Maybe you think there is noreason why a straight girl should ever
go to a strip club and watchnaked

The thing is you don't really
think about it because you get
all wrapped up in the
environment. It begins tofeel
like anything you do is
natural andfun because the
strippers and yourfriends
support it.

some have yet to sign their own
permission slips.
Shows like Married with Chil-

"
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there are also the lap dances them- journalism andcreative writing
selves. Theguys are not allowed to major. Contact her at
touch the girl who is dancing for wahlbojeseattleu.edu
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Death row should apply to insane Q-stock

AUSTIN L.BURTON

Co-Managing Editor
Here's a life lesson you won't
find in Chicken Soupfor the Teenage Soulor God'sLittleInstruction
Book,but something that mightjust
save your life:Ifyouever find yourself on trial for murder, act crazy.
Of course, youdon'thave to actually be crazy to pull it off. You
maycompromise yourintegrity and
just flat-out lie, but that's a small
price to pay when the alternative is
a longprison term or, worse,death
row. Just look at the advantages: a
"not guilty by reason of insanity"
verdict means goodbye prison
jumpsuit,hellohospital gown. And

since the U.S. Supreme Court has
held that it is cruel and unusual
punishment to put an insane person
to death, evenif you are convicted
you won' thave to worryabout electric chairs or lethal injections.
Look at the case of Barbara Opel,
a local woman who was recently
—
convictedof hiringa groupofkids
—
includingher teenagedaughter to
kill her boss. Opel was spared the
death penalty, as several jurors told
the media they were influenced by
testimony that indicated Opel had a
mental disorder. Instead ofbecoming the first woman in the state of
Washington to be put on death row,
she willspend the rest of her life in
don'tthink Opel
prison.PersonallyI
should have received thedeath penalty, but that's because she didn't
physically kill anyone, not because
of somemental disorder.It'sobvious that someonelikeOpelis messed
up in the head,butshe shouldn't get
preferential treatmentbecause of it.
Opel's lawyers didn't plead insanity; but if they had, there was a

possibility thatOpel wouldn'teven
have to go to jail for whatshe did.
Aninsanity defenseisn'tthedefendant saying, "I didn't do it." It's
saying, "IdiditbutI
couldn't help
ya
crazy,
it. I'm
know." It's basically PlanB orC when there's no
way to deny you killed someone.
Are some of the people who claim
insanity reallynuts?Ofcourse. Are
some of them just lying to save
their ass?No doubt. Living the rest
of yourdays in a hospital is seen as
more desirable than living them in
a prison, unless of course you end
up in the same hospital as Nurse
Ratchet, Jack Nicholson's nemesis
in OneFlew overtheCukoo'sNest.
Why can't we imprison or execute the insane? If anything,
shouldn't insane people be the
FIRSTones youwouldwant locked
uporexterminated?That is assuming, ofcourse, thatoneofthe objectives of prison and executionis to

as many years ina hospital as they
wouldhavespent in jail,but evenso
it's a lot easier to escape a mental
ward than a prison. Why take the
risk of letting someone who is an

acknowledgedpsycho get back on
the street? Iwould think that most
sane killers committed their crime
for areason,upon a specific person,
and aren't walkingtime bombs liable to kill any random person for
any random reason.
They say it's not equalprotection
ofthe law to allow theinsane to be
treatedlikethe sane,butisn't it also
unequal to let them get off easier?
I'm not suggesting we do like the
GreeksandRomans andjustget rid JC SANTOS
of those with mentalillness.But do Opinion Editor
Can someone tell me who the
wehave to be so spineless that we
can't even put insane criminals in Presidents of the United States of
jail or on death row just because America are? Iknow Icould easily
look them up on the Internet and
they've got somescrews loose?
find out everything from their inspirations
to their rumored sexual
Austin L. Biurton is a junior
protect the law-abiding segment journalism major. Contact him preferences, but ifI'm being honest, I'm clueless.
society.Iwouldhope those whoget at
burtona1©spectatoronline,
How about Reel Big Fish? Or
com
off onaninsanity pleahave tospend
Save Ferris?Or Left HandSmoke?
Asidefrom beingthemain events
for Quadstock over the last four
years, these names aren't ringing

Time to execute the death penalty
death penaltycase outweighthe cost
of a lifetime sentence. In Texas, a
quote:"Aneyefor an eyemakes the 1992 study by theDallas Morning
worldblind." We can argueagainst Newsfound thatthe averagecost of
it with the Bible ("Thou shalt not adeathpenalty case was three times
kill"); orJesus Christ's call to love the cost of imprisoning someonein
everyone and forgive.And for the a highsecurity-level prison for 40
for an eye?" Well, we can counter
bypulling out thetrademarkGandhi

years.
What aboutclosure for the famiAny psychiatrist willtell you
logically.
lies?
justexaminetheargument
killing
that
the murder/rapist will
really
penalty
Does the death
ever
neverbring the
anything?
do
victim back in
Sure, proposecularones unconvincedbyquotes

from peacemakersorold texts,let's

SEAN REID
Managing Editor
Just get ridof the death penalty
already. I've heard no convincing
argument to make me think that
such a punishment is either moral
orcanfunction as acrime deterrent.
Rather, the death penalty is abrutal
act of retribution and vengeance

that works only tocontinue thecycle

nents claim

the minds of

that

it keeps the murderersandrapists
from offending
again.Instead of
a paltry 15-20
year sentence,
the criminals get

Justice is certainly
a part of this
process... humane
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nor will it significantly ease
their suffering.

lution for their
pain is coming
together to
mourn or receive therapy.
Justice is certainly a part of this process, but
humane and proper justice for the
crime (lifeimprisonment)keepsthe
souls ofthefamilies cleanand places
them ona highermoral plain. The
fact that they need not sink to the
same level as the perpetrator will
emphasize their goodness and hu-

and proper justice.

ofviolenceanddemoralize humanity.
swift,permanent
This weekis Anti-Death Penalty death. Correct
Abolition Week, aneventsponsored me if I'mwrong,
by the SU chapter of Amnesty In- but wouldn't life imprisonment
ternational.Thetime hascome once without the possibility of parole be
again, for the people of this nation a more humane and pragmatic al(or at least this campus anyway) to ternative?Ofcourse, then arguments
reevaluate a practice thatthemajor- fly abouthow much it wouldcostto
ity of the world is gradually seeing maintain an inmate in jail, and of
as an extremesentence.
course how cheaper it is to stop an
What's our fixation on the death evil heart than keep it beating. I
penalty? Is it the often-cited "eye would submit that the costs of a

needs
rap, soul
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manity over the criminal.
Thefact thatcriminals willspend
the greater part of their lives in a
virtual hell hole at constant risk of
unwanted anal penetration, would
placate my vengeanceside a whole
lot more than letting them get off
easy with a needle.

Another issue to consider isone
of guilt.With a deathsentence, there
can be no atonement for the legal
system if the convicted is later
proven to be in fact innocent, say
with a DNA test or new forensic

evidence. With a lengthyjail term,
this is not the case; the inmate can
simply be released; and whilethey
may have sufferedsome traumatizing years in prison, they can still
start their life anew. A dead innocent has no option.
And yet, we see such horrific
events in this country bloody
crimes of passion, serial killings,
the murder of children that we
find ourselves saying, "Oh, they
deservetodie."Ultimately,thefate
of a person's life is simply not our
choice. Just as it is wrong for a
person to take the life of another,
it's also wrong for any one of us to
take the lifeof that guiltyperson. A
murderer or war criminal should
certainly forfeit their right to freedomwith the takingof a life,but the
important thing is that they live
with theircrime.Oneof the cornerstones of the judicial system is to
punish the guilty, but to also reform
theguilty Reformation andredemption are livingprocesses.
What does it say about our society when we deny the chance of
redeeming oneself to take place? It
says that we do not fully commit to
our ideals. It says that we value
vengeanceandretribution morethan
mercy and forgiveness.It says we
have failed to be thatof which it is
mostimportant for us tobe: human.
Scan Reidisajuniorjournalism
and creative writing major.
Contacthimatreids@spectatoronline,com

—
—

.

any bells.That's whyI'ma believer
when Ihear that Quadstock has
more to do with gettingcrunk and

wasted than goodmusic.
AndwhatdoI
know?Thesecould
— for their
genre. Icouldn't tell ya. Idon't
listen to alternative/grunge/rock/
punk or whateversty/e they fit into.
Ilisten to soul music and hiphop.
It's in my CD player,
— on my computer, in my head pretty much
everywhereexcept for Quadstock.
In my four years atSU,I'vebeen
waiting for a decent hip hop/soul
act to rock the mic as the headliner
for Quadstock. Sadly,I'll graduate
disappointed in the musical diversity of this springtime concert.
I'm not asking for loose pocket
items 50 Cent orEminem orcolossal croonersMary J. Bligeor Brian
McKnight,but atleast a group that
bridges the gap of superstar and
rising star. Black Eyed Peas, Talib
Kweli, Jill Scott, Erykah Badu—
these groups would add a new dimension to the event.
'
—
So far,Quadstock whileit isr t
one dimensional is lacking. Hip
hop and soul are two prominent
musical style with large fan bases.
In four years, how could SU not
have an act from these genres?
I understand that when it gets
down to the wire, theselection committeehas to takewhat they canget.
But a couple yearsago,a friend of
mine found it within her capabilities to bring The Pharcyde-a Cali—
fornian rap group to SU...within
the budget.They were turneddown
and instead, another rock band

be some bitchin' bands

—

graced the stage and played the
same oldmusic.
Maybe nextyear a hiphoporsoul
group will be unveiled as the headliner.Until then, I'll stick to music
festivals with a more diverse selection of music. See you at
Bumbershootthis fall.
JCSantosisaseniorhumanities
and journalism major. Contact
him at santosj:@'spectatoronline, com
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Footnotes

Nothing Happened
Last Week

of Plymouth University's
NO DICEFOR ICE GEAR
MediaLab, who designed the test.
Aaron for this week's opening "The monkeys aren'treducibleto a
The next item from last week
news briefabout nature's funni- random process. They get bored comes courtesy another reliable
est brand of mammals mon- and they sh*tonthekeyboard rather source, Austin, the prodigal genius
keys. Ananova.com reported last than type."
scribing yourbrilliantSecurity Report every week. "And to think we
Friday, May 9 that the crazy creatures were subjected by studentsof
all thought this was cool at one
DOMESTICDISTUREngland's Plymouth University to BANCE -BOW CHICA BOW point in our lives," wrote Austin
a rigorous typing test designed to
prior to a hyperlink that led diWOW!
they
replicate
could
works
In
seeif
the
a nod of caution to this rectly to a Ebay auction for the
of William Shakespeare. Deter- reporter's very engaged friend bonaflde clothes of Mr. Vanilla
mined to test the validity of the Nicole, the final news item from Ice.
popular yet silly theory that pur- last week can serveas an "It Could
Straight off the set of the 1991
ports an empty room filleda bunch Happen To You" scenario for all sleeper hit, Cool as Ice, the priceof monkeys typing at a bunch of the soon-to-be married women out less merchandise consisted of two
typewriters will eventually write there.Reuters reported straight out pairs of girbauld blue jeans
some ofthe greatestproseknown to of Israel on an out of control airbrushed in multicolored graffiti
man, the students secured nothing bachelorette party that left one po- motif, complemented by a custom
less than £2,000 of taxpayer's liceman scarredlast Monday, May made nylonjacket, an orange line
vest, and an orange long-sleeve
money to do just that.
5.
In a smaller scale version of the
Thepatrol officer wasrespond- sweatshirt with hood and cut off
test, theresearchers left a computer ing to complaints of the party, bottom. With a startingprice tag of
alone in a monkey enclosure at the whenuponentering,wasbesieged $1,000, the kitschy package closed
Paignton Zoo for four weeks, dur- by the hands of numerous horny up last Saturday, May 10 the dising which six macaque monkeys women,mistakinghimforastrip- tincthonorofgainingnot onesingle
"The Solstice Festival in the Fremont District agonized and wrestled with their per. Not even after showing his damnbid in its 11day tenure. This
creative processes, eventually set- badge to the unconvinced crowd reportermourns the generation that
because there were painted naked people
tling on five pages filled with the could the officer stop the group of has obviously lost a fondness with
"
letters S, A, J, L, andM.
femalesfrom taking off his clothes itswannabe rapperroots.(GoNinja,
running around.
"It wasa hopelessfailure in terms and stroking his body. After his Go Ninja,Go!)
DANIEL DAVIS, MAILING SERVICES EMPLOYEE of science but that's not really the partner intervened, the officer got
Scan Reidcompiles strange stories
point. It wasn't actuallyan experi- away safely,but not after a signifi- for Vanilla's big comeback. Sendhim
ment as such, it was more like a cant portion of his person had suf- any odd news at reids@seattleu.edu
littleperformance,"saidGeoffCox, fered an thorough fondlin'.
MONKEYS

Thanks goes outtoreliable source

—

What's the oddest place
you've ever been in Seattle?
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/ Who is it this time?Is it \
/ Troy? Tell him he looked \
soooosmokin hot at the
L_____________^_________|
i party last night. Ungh! /&
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B/^^
\ Tell whoeverit is they canM
down JesseA
S

\ring me up anytime^^
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"Probably Art Walk but in a really good way. It
has a lot of variety of people and
" cultureand
really interesting.

.

LAURA CHAMBERLIN, JUNIOR, CREATIVE
WRITING
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"Ted Bundy's house-where he kept the heads of
"
the people hekilled.
jennel douglas (left), freshman, preMajor and Stevie-LynKirn,Freshman,
Communications (right)
PHOTOS BY GINA NAPOLIELLO / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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